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ansi and welcome to another edition of the Acimowin. The
Covid 19 virus along with the UK Variant have arrived in
Maskwacis and you can see what Chief Vern Saddleback has to
say about it with his update on page 6, see his full address on the
Samson Facebook page. Moving on, Samson band member Kiaira
Johnson, U of C student, has an interview on page 10. Locally,
Samson employee Myles Rain was presented a book with his
published poem by Elder Roy Louis see the article on page 19.
The Samson Headstart program had an Easter Drive Through
event and you can see the picture on page 20. Finally, Take Back
The Night/Sisters In Spirit Vigil took place at the NOK building in
Ermineskin with Stephanie Harpe as one speaker, see page 25.
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events or information to the Acimowin for publication.
Email: guide@ualberta.ca
Ph: 780-585-3793 ext. 266
The Acimowin is released bi-weekly every month.
Advertisers please call the Communications Office.

Community events can be forwarded to the Newsletter
Please make it a JPEG format to save paper.

Take Back The Night/Sisters In
Spirit Vigil.
Vision Statement
Samson Cree Nation is a healthy, educated,
knowledgeable and industrious community.

HAWK 93.5 FM Radio
To advertise with the only central Alberta
First Nations radio station please call:
780-585-4295.
Mission Statement
Email: hawk.radio891@gmail.com
Samson Cree Nation is a Sovereign Nation that is
connect@hawkradio935.com
dedicated to improving the quality of life for all our People
Web: www.hawkradio935.com
by maximizing our Human Resources and respecting our
Contact: Robert “Bobby Jack” Ward.
Cree Language and Traditions of our Peoples.
www.samsoncree.com/aboutus
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SCN Departments

Please send your announcements, events or information to the Acimowin for publication.
Email: guide@ualberta.ca
Ph: 780-585-3793 ext. 266
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April 4, 2021
Samson Chief Vern Saddleback update on the SCN
Facebook page.
Chief Vernon Saddleback: Cree word of the day: Atoske (work).
Let’s show the people that we are getting back to work and to
forget all the negative talk.
Chief’s Covid 19 and UK Variant statistics for April 4, 2021:
Total: 1946
Recovered: 1888
Active: 58
Variant: 45
Covid 19: 13
Variant Samson: 22
Covid 19 Samson: 2
Chief wants to thank the Emergency Management team and the
work they’ve been doing for the last 13 months. The band office
employees are in a cohort system where half of the department
works one week and then the next employees come in while
the other goes home. This ensures that the band office will stay
open if there is an infection in one department. If a department
is infected then the Ambulance Authority comes in and fogs the area. The fog is like a mist that
disinfects the area. So I am asking the people to be patient.
The pandemic took a toll on employment. Chief understood that interviews for jobs would cause the
spread of Covid 19. So the nation has a lot of temporary employees right now.
We need 70% of the people to be vaccinated in Samson in order to resume normal operations. The
pow wow committee posted the annual celebration for this year because we are being optimistic. If
we are not there yet then we will have to have another discussion about mass gatherings taking place
like the annual pow wow.
As for the job situation, Chief wanted the jobs posted to be fair to the people. This is one of the major
questions people ask him about. Chief had to make a tough call on the hired temporary employees
and the decision was that they had to be let go and rehired properly. This process would go back two
years prior to being hired by the nation. All those people who were let go of temporary employment
are urged to reapply for the position again. The point is that we have to go back to a fair system.
Chief sent a letter to the Elders Executive Law Committee: the first question was what is the
employment status of Council. This has to do with employee benefits.
The other committee is the Executive Committee made up of 4 Council Members. They take care of
the Band Administrator (B.A.), the Assistant B.A. and issues of the nation. Their task is to be fair on
how Chief and Council are paid. On April 1st they made a salary adjustment, which was approved,
but myself and two other Councilors did not approve. I believe that the people of Samson should
decide how much leadership should be paid.
6
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The reason I am doing this is to prepare for the end of the pandemic. When it lifts I want an organized
structure so we can move forward as a people.
The strategic planning update: this has to with the organization of the nation. The surveyors went
out, Grace Dion and Charlene Bruno, and collected the information and thank you to everyone who
participated. The first reading to approve the strategic plan was passed recently and the next reading
is coming up soon. There might be some departments moving in the future so I want to tell the
people that right now. We want to make sure that the department is under the correct pillar so there is
support.
Moving on, I know there are mental health issues in our community. He gets all the reports from the
RCMP and Ambulance Authority and when you read all these reports you start to realize how much
mental health plays a part in it. People are being sent to jail instead of being sent to treatment. I’ve
posted publicly that I deal with depression so I know what it’s like. Right now, we’re gathering the data
to show the First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB), Health Canada, that we need support. At
minimum, I want some staff hired to deal with mental health issues in our community. This is going
to be done so Chief can get people out of incarceration and get them the mental health supports
that they need. The Treaty Chiefs have been meeting and letting the province know that there is the
Medicine Chest clause that needs to be upheld.
Policing: As you know the province is pushing hard for a provincial police force to replace the current
RCMP. We are not a provincial entity, we are a federal entity. We’ve always had problems with
Sheriff’s and Fish & Wildlife coming into our territory. They are provincial not federal. The Treaty
Chiefs agree that they have no jurisdiction in our territories as well. As of April 1, 2021, the province
is giving special powers to their Sheriff’s and Fish & Wildlife officers. I would rather see the RCMP
continue on here in Maskwacis rather than a provincial police force or our own local Maskwacis police
force.
The Constitution: we lost by only a few votes for the constitution last time. Ermineskin Cree Nation
has a constitution passed by it’s people and the courts recognize this. My Mother’s side of the family
comes from Ermineskin. I want people to know that we will be re-launching the Samson constitution
this Spring. The constitution will have a few edits this time. Once the people of Samson agree to
create their own laws then the court system will have no more say.
Once we get people vaccinated then we can have the community meetings again. The Elders are
ready because they’ve done the work on the constitution. We are going to get feedback from the
people and then get this passed. That’s the update on the constitution.
I use Facebook for communication purposes only. I wanted to use Messenger. If people want to get
a hold of me they can use Messenger on Facebook. I talked to a social media consultant and they
urged me to create a Chief’s website and a more personal Vernon Saddleback website. This way I
can keep the people up to date with information.
So with that I am done. I want to thank the following people for their messages after me: Harper Potts,
Councilors: Laurie Buffalo, Holly Johnson and Shannon Buffalo.
Log on to the Samson Cree Nation Facebook page and see the reports by Councilors Laurie with
Treaty, Holly with an Election law update and Shannon will discuss the Executive law update. Thank
you and I love you all.
Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation 7

Confederacy of Treaty 6 First Nations:
In Effect April 1, 2021:
RAPID:
Rural Alberta Provincial Integrated Defence.
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Off Reserve Vaccinations by Enoch
Cree Nation for Off Reserve Members.
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4.
Would you recommend young people to stay in school and perhaps get some college or
university?
a.
I think it’s really valuable for them to do that. My parents always taught me that school is
really important and that it will help me to make the most out of my life. I feel its especially important
for young people to stay in school and pursue secondary education because its what will help the
reserves and our community the most. I really value my education because it helps me to give not so
much a script but a voice to the issues that we as Indigenous people face. Its through education that
we will be able to stand up for ourselves and fight for what we deserve such as water and land rights.
The more of us that get educated, the more we can improve our communities and heal from the
trauma we face together

March 29, 2021
Interview with Kiaira Johnson, third year student at the University of Calgary majoring in
business.
1.
Where did you graduate from and what was your major in university?
a.
Currently I am a third-year student at the University of Calgary majoring in business and
specifically marketing, with an interest in HR as well as Indigenous studies. If I can, I’d like to apply
for a minor in Indigenous studies
2.
Did you make the honour role?
a.
I think the year most people get honour role in is first year, but because of trying to adjust to
university and that I did not make it. My grades more recently have been better, although I question
whether or not I will make it onto honour roll before I graduate
3.
Who are your parents?
a.
My parent are Kelly and Lana Johnson, my dad has his company Glaziers edge and my mom
is the director of Maskwacis Employment center. They’re both part of the reason I wanted to go into
business. Seeing my Dad as an entrepreneur as well as seeing my mom graduate from business
school when I was young helped me to figure that out.

10
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5.
What would you say to the young women out
there who are reading this right now?
a.
I would say that young women are our future.
Indigenous women are the keepers of our knowledge
and their creativity, art, and opinions need to be
shared. I encourage every young woman reading
this to continue with education, to continue learning
about your culture, and to stay strong through all of
the hardships you are faced with. We as Indigenous
women have a lot put against us, but we can’t give
up. You are the product of what your ancestors
dreamed about and fought for. That’s not saying
there’s a right or wrong way to live though, you need
to do what makes you happy and fulfills you the
most. And remember that there’s always people there
for you, especially through western education where
you may not always be accepted.
6.
What does success look like to you? It could
be helping people or the environment, or helping out
animals. Or helping out your community. Or working
in the city and having a good job and stability.
a.
I’ve started to think a lot more about what I
want from my future, and when I first went to university my main goal was to be over and done with
so I could start my own sewing or fashion business. Because that’s one of my main hobbies when I
have time to do so. But after going through almost three years of classes, I started to think about how
people are treated within the workplace and within the capitalist system of business, I thought about
how people are treated and how I could help improve that. I’m really big on mental health, so I think if
in some way I could find myself in a position that looks after people and sees them as more than just
employees but as people with emotional and mental needs, I would consider that a huge success.
I think that could manifest in lots of ways, I’ve thought about working at smaller companies or nonprofits and things like that, but in general I want to help people. I could see myself working toward
bettering the environment as well. I think with things like climate change being so high on my radar its
important to raise awareness to the problems that modern short term solutions that the government
and big businesses are giving. If I could, I would definitely like to contribute to that in some way.
b.
I guess I would like to see myself bettering the world in some way, and I’d like to be able to
see my contributions to that work.
7.

Any last words or anyone you would like to say thank you too before we end the interview?

a.
I would like to say thank you to the University and the ii’taa’poh’to’pprogram for this Excellence
Award. You know Ive been living funding paycheck to paycheck for a while now, and I have to say,
I took my little brother out on the town this weekend. We didn’t do much, but just being able to buy
him food and Starbucks without having to worry about how much we were ordering, or if I would have
enough money in my account helped to make that day one that ill remember forever. It took away the
stress of if I would be able to treat him, and just gave me the ability to really have some quality time
together.
b.
This is my second big scholarship while in University, the first one was last year where I bought
a car. That was courtesy of Wells Fargo through the Indspire Program. I am very thankful for every
scholarship and well wish I receive. They help me very much and I am eternally grateful

Vincent: We have all kinds. We have suppliers, we have seeding fertilizers, we came across a potato
farmer who wanted to do business with us. He heard about our nation and for business relations, and
he offered a tote of potato’s.

Thank you for your time.

Guide: Did you organize all this Vin?

Guide: How much is that?
Vin: 1000 liters. So it’s a cube. The size of a cube. The farmer wants to do business with us as in
renting our lands of us. He wants to expand his business and in order to do that he wants to rent
more land off the nation. It was just common sense to give it to the Samson food bank on behalf of
the Samson Tribal Enterprises.

Vincent: Yes I did. It’s been in planning for two months and now it’s happening. It was too cold to
deliver them before.
Guide: Are there going to be anymore drop offs in the future?
Vincent: That’s what were hoping.
Guide: You call me when you deliver the next load. Is there anyone you would like to thank or any last
word you would like to say?
Vincent: I would like to thank my crew: Keith Nepoose, Keith Rain and Patrick Nepoose. There
three hard workers and it was actually their connection on how I was able to find this. Me being the
Manager I have to do the bigger deals. The crew had the same initiative and same thought that we
should donate the potatoes and lead by example for our community.
Guide: I see your adapting well to your new job Vin. Do you have any advice for the new councilors?
Vincent: The only thing I can say is the people come first. Don’t lose focus on that. Everything we do
is for the nation and the only way we can grow as a nation is to work together. If that means thinking
outside the box or doing business off the reserve, so be it. We have to lead by example. By all means
do whatever you can do build up our nation. Empower our nation.
Guide: Thanks Vin.

Earth Day 2021
April 1, 2021
Interview with Vincent Saddleback.
Guide: So what’s going on here today Vincent?
Vincent: We have business partners in the farm.
Guide: What kind of partners in the farm Vin?
12 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation

As the world returns to normal, we can’t go back to business as usual.
From April 20-22, join the world’s leaders for Earth Day 2021.
Together, we can prevent the coming disasters of climate change and
environmental destruction. Together, we can Restore Our Earth.
Come back on April 20 for the start of the event and follow our platforms
to join the discussion. The theme of Earth Day 2021 is Restore Our
Earth.
source: www.earthday.org/earth-day-2021/
Samson Communications Department 13
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FC

Samson Community Friendship
Center
Source: Samson Community
Friendship Center Facebook.
Soup Kitchen
Monday to Friday
8:30 AM to 12:00 PM
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Every Wednesdays at 12:00 PM. soup
and bannock with desert.
Our Volunteers networking group
come together and build the entire
community a beautiful, hearty meal.
New Volunteers are always welcome to the kitchen. Free WIFI and much more. Positive choices
make for better lifestyles. Call Janet at the Food Bank. PH 780-361-7383

Dr. Heather Dreise

Samson Cree Nation:
Pediatry
PEDIATRIC CLINIC NOW OPEN
Dr. Heather Dreise-Pediatrician
Location: former MYI Building
Hours: Tuesday & Thursday
9 AM to 4 PM
For Appointments call 780-585-4062.
Walk Ins are available.

Samson Gas Utility Emergency Contact Information:
Lyle Littlepoplar, Manager, 1-780-335-6073
Everette Omeasoo, Gas Field Supervisor, 1-780-312-9837
Gregg Buffalo, Gas Field Operator, 1-780-839-9917
Jason Nepoose, Gas Field Operator, 1-780-312-5418
Owen Buffalo, Gas Field Operator, 1-780-335-8994
Judy Soosay, Field Safety Officer, 1-403-913-4487

October 5, 2020
Source: SCN Facebook.
Maskwacis Transport Ltd.
There will be no route 76 or 77 until further notice. We apologize for this inconvenience. If you have
questions or concerns regarding these routes, you can contact Wayne Saddleback at 403 783 1476.
At this moment we are short staffed in the Administration office and only have one person answering
phones. We are asking parents and guardians to be patient with us as we are doing our best to keep
up with the phone call. Please be kind.
Email: maskwacis_transport@outlook.com
Please email to lower the phone call volume.

The Acimowin
(Samson’s local
newsletter)
Submission Dates for
2021.

April
Friday April 9
Friday April 23
May
Friday May 14
Friday May 28

June
Friday June 11
Friday June 25
July
Friday 9, 2021
Friday 23, 2021

Indian Day Schools Class Action
Settlement: Claim Due by July 13,
2022.

MMIWG 24/7 Toll Free Support Phone
Line: 1-844-413-6649
Maskwacis Mobile Mental Health: Call us at any time on our hotline 780-362-2150
or Email : info@maaems.com
14 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation

2020 Income Tax Returns: for Income Support Clients.
Starting April 1, 2021, with Elda Goodin.
Contact: 780-585-6680
Direct Deposit is Encouraged.
Samson Cree Nation Urban Office in Edmonton. SCN Community Wellness: Client Support
Services Ph: 780-335-5953. Outreach 780-335Location: 12046 - 77 St. Edmonton.
Ph: 780-477-6648 ext. 257
7439. Respite Care 780-335-9687.

Please be advised that the Samson Cree
Nation Personnel Department has a New Email
Address:
personnel.179@gmail.com
Anybody applying for a job or submitting their
documents to Personnel Department can send to
the email provided. Thank You.

The Samson Cree Housing
Department is now located at the
Trades Centre (on Cranes Road).
New phone number: 780-585-3919
The Samson Community
Initiatives Program 780-585-0111
Check them out on Facebook.
@samsoncommunityinitiativesprogram

Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation 15
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Samson Emergency Management

Wakes & Funerals

Please be advised that due to our Nation’s current situation with the Covid 19 pandemic it is important
to that we have a record of all the people that are attending the wake or funeral.
For Covid 19 safety: a record must be kept of each person and a contact phone number in the event
that there is a positive case.
During wakes and funerals all Covid 19 protocols must be followed: sanitizing, wear gloves, wear
masks.
Thank you for your cooperation in keeping your family members safe.
SCN Emergency Management and SCN Community Initiatives.
If you have any questions or concerns please contact:
Harper Potts @ 780-335-0303 pr Debra Buffalo @ 780-362-0272

Alberta Government Enhanced Public Health Measures
Stop The Spike
Alberta is moving back to Step 1 effective April 6, 2021. Additional restrictions for restaurants take
effect April 9 at noon. Step 1 restrictions will remain in place until further notice.

All indoor social gatherings are prohibited. Public and private.
*Close contacts are limited to household members only.
*People who live alone can have up to 2 close contacts.
This restriction does not apply to:
*Co-parenting arrangements.
*Service visits from caregivers, health or childcare providers.
*Home and maintenance repairs.
*Mutual support group meetings.
Outdoor Social Gatherings: Outdoor social gatherings are limited to 10 people maximum and must
not have an indoor component.
*Backyard gatherings that require movement in or out of homes are not permitted.
16 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation

*Attendees should remain distanced at all times and follow all public health measures.
Out of Town Travel and Visitors: Returning to Alberta
*If you do not have a household in Alberta, you must stay in other people’s homes while these
restrictions are in place.
*If you belong to the household, you are permitted to return to the home (ex. child returning home
from college).
Visitors to Alberta
*Out of town visitors cannot stay in other people’s homes while these restrictions are in place,
regardless of where they are coming from.
Weddings and Funerals
Wedding and funeral receptions are not permitted. Wedding ceremony and funeral service attendance
is limited to:
*10 people maximum for wedding ceremonies.
*20 people max for funeral services, with mandatory masking and 2 metre physical distancing
between households.
The maximum limit:
*Includes the officiant, bride, groom and witnesses.
*Does not include funeral service or facility staff, clergy or event organizers who are not considered
on invited guest.
*Applies to any facility, including places of worship and funeral homes.
*Applies to services held indoors or outdoors, seated or non seated.
Places of Worship
Faith services are limited to 15% of fire code occupancy for in person attendance.
*Physical distancing between households must be maintained.
*Mask use is mandatory.
Alternatively:
*Virtual or online services are recommended.
*Drive in services where people do not leave their vehicles and adhere to guidance are allowed.
Additional safety measures:
*In person faith group meetings and other religious gatherings are: not permitted in private homes
while these measures are in effect. Permitted when conducted at a place of worship as long as
physical distancing and public health measures are followed.
*Faith leaders and other speakers can remove their masks while speaking if there is a distance of 3
metres. The mask must be put on again once finished speaking.
*Group performance activities, such as choir singing and playing music, are permitted if they are
normal worship practices and not for the purpose of entertainment. Performers must wear masks at
all times.

Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation 17

April 8, 2021: Samson Band Office. Elder Roy Louis presented Myles Rain with his published
poem in the book “Arts that flow as stories from our landscape: Alberta.” by Jane Ross PhD.
ISBN 978-0-9695841-8-6

18 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation

Source: Nehiyawewin (Cree) Word/Phrase of the day
Facebook.
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Good Morning Guide
It is a pleasure to speak with you. I will attach
a few resources our team uses. I will include
information on both services provided by
Edmonton’s Food Bank and other community
partners throughout the city. Edmonton’s
Food Bank does provide a delivery service
to clients that fit specific criteria. These
clients are usually Elderly, disabled or have
a medical condition that prevents them from
travelling outside their home. Persons in
quarantine are also eligible to receive a one time delivery while they are in quarantine but this service
is mostly for those that have no other means of accessing food.
Hailey Helset, Agency/Depot Engagement Manager, Ph 780-425-2133 ext 225, Email:
hailey@edmontonfoobank.com
11508 120 St. NW, Edmonton, T5G 2Y2, Box 62061 Edmonton T5M 4B5
Surplus Food and Related Items
MEAL PROGRAMS!!! We have plenty of items in our freezer ranging from an assortment of meat,
beyond beef, frozen waffles, and other frozen desserts. Please come in and dig through these items
for your programs.
We have been recently donated a wide variety of fresh produce including lettuce, strawberries, and
yogurt. All of these items can be found in the agency cooler.
Please let us know if you can use any of these items. If you are unable to find these items when you
visit please ask for our team at reception.
-Frozen Waffles-Coffee
-Rice -Adult depends
-Crackers-Pasta Sauce
Email: yagut@edmontonfoodbank.com

April 1, 2021: Samson Daycare: The Headstart program had a Easter drive through at the daycare with gifts
given to the participants.
20 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation
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SCN Consultation Department
Traditional Land Use

Phone Toll Free: 1 800 661 2579 ext. 130
Edmonton Line: 780 421 4279
Maskwacis: 780 585 3793
Fax: 780 585 2104
“The Imperial Pigeon Lake Reclamation Project will be commencing work on site in Pigeon Lake
starting April 5, 2021. AECOM and contractors from the Maskwacis Cree Nations will be on site
conducting test pitting, remediation, and reclamation. If you have any questions:”
Please contact Sherina Crier at 1 403 796 6948

22 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation
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SCN Housing Department

Please go to www.samsoncree.com/news/housing-applications/
to see the complete packages: DIY Program Application (below), Residential Development Request
for Repairs (next page), Tenant Application (website).

March 25, 2021.
Ermineskin Cultural Center: The Ermineskin Women’s Shelter had their online event take place:
Take back the night/Sisters in spirit vigil and you can see it on the Samson Cree Nation Facebook
page. The drum group was called Perfect Storm and they performed while the women dancers
entered the building. Samson Chief Vernon Saddleback was present along with the Samson Senior
Manager, Citizen & Tribal Services, Donna Johnson. The Maskwacis Detachment OIC Leanne
MacMillan was also present along with her colleague Constable Claire Myers. After the speakers,
everyone went out for a moment of silence and for a song to be sung for the females who have been
lost. Lanterns were lit for the moment. The Hawk Radio 93.5 FM was on location and they broadcast
the event for the listeners at home.

24 Samson Communications Department @SamsonCreeNation
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

April 2021
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

Good Friday.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 Women

13

14 Kisewatisiwin
Support Group.
5-7 PM.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 Newsletter.

24

25

26

27

28 Administrative 29
Professional Day.

Easter Monday.

Running for Office in
Alberta. 7 pm

Earth Day.

Newsletter.

Youth Wellness
Saturday. 12 Weeks.

30

SCN Departments: We are developing the SCN website,
departments we need your input. Please see request below.
Hai Hai !
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►Jim O Cultural
Centre News:
Samson Band
Members $150
Non Refundable.
Non Samson
Band Members
$150 Non
Refundable. $50
Damage Deposit.
Centre must be
cleaned after use,
kitchen cleaned
up, floors swept,
chairs put away.
Call 780-5853793 ext. 159. No
Double Booking.
No Smoking. No
Public Phone.
►Samson
Trades: High
volume of calls
due to not
changing furnace
filters, please do
not pour grease
down the drains,
the Housing
department has
moved into the
Trades Center.

To see the back issues of the Acimowin.

www.issuu.com/samsoncreenation
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